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Detained two people in Barcelona for glorifying jihadi terrorism
Responsible for a cell based in Spain

Madrid, 12.05.2015, 18:15 Time

USPA NEWS - Spanish police have arrested two people in Barcelona, accused of distributing terrorist propaganda and advocacy of
Islamic State. The two men detained used the Internet and the mosque for their activities.

The two detainees are Moroccan nationality and reside in the Barcelona town of Cornella de Llobregat. Direct instructions of DAESH,
in the context of the media coverage of terrorist content, detainees captured, indoctrinated and radicalized new members to serve in
the future to that terrorist organization. In addition, they formed a terrorist cell based in Spain.

The police operation began in September 2014. The objectives of the cell were investigated the spread of jihadist ideology and direct
contribution to sustaining DAESH said. Specifically, they worked in obtaining contents propaganda of the terrorist organization DAESH
in origin, taking them directly from different websites created, powered and controlled by the organization. The massive spread of this
terrorist propaganda material was between supporters, followers and future members, facilitating its activity the massive access to
contents of a terrorist nature, using Facebook profiles and messaging WhatsApp.

Also introduced self-produced radicals contained a supplementary, which are added to the contents directly derived from the terrorist
organization, attempting to adapt and greater acceptance by the recipients. The contents were of two types: very clearly propaganda,
where the excellence of DAESH are lifted, whose implementation aims this terrorist organization on the Syrian-Iraqi hinterland, such as
military victories, social gains and other supposed virtues clearly layouts created for its attractive diffusion mass or extremely radical,
of shattering rawness in the framework of the strategic followed by DAESH for the dissemination of information terror in Western
society. 

Finally, they developed an intense and productive activity of radicalization and recruitment of new terrorist militants. Specifically, both
directed private meetings behind closed prior adoption of important safety measures, either in a mosque outside the hours of prayers
in private homes or door, with the sole purpose of personally imbue the terrorist ideology and militant adepts future .

The type of action of the two detainees meets the typical methodology DAESH. This organization, since its inception, has focused on
the generic launch of calls for jihad anywhere in the world and more specifically in Europe. This type of terrorist operation "express"
allows the basing of membership in radicalized extreme, hypothetical support terrorist cells ready to attack at any time without having
to undertake major planning, as happened in Paris (France ) in January this year. This operation is framed in a open proceedings with
the Central Court of Instruction number 4 of the National Court.
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